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1. Goals. 

The core of the course is represented by conceptual development and theoretical contributions. Thus, 
its foundations are in the theory, seeking to respond to questions such as: “how can one identify a 
valuable theoretical gap and ‘important’ theoretical contributions?”; “how can one develop new 
theories?”; “how can one design appropriate theoretical background and hypotheses?” The focus will 
be on both research design and research delivery (i.e., how to deliver the core idea in a manuscript). 
To this aim, the course provides Ph.D. students with a deep knowledge of major management theories 
and how they developed over time through modification of assumptions / new paradigm adoption. 
Theories will be examined in reference to multiple outcome-variables at the firm level (including –in 
particular– performance and innovation), intra-firm level (e.g., teams’ efficacy), inter-firm level (e.g., 
resource exchanges, interlocking directorates etc.) of analysis. Theories will be applied to multiple 
management fields/phenomena (e.g., family firms, internationalization etc.). 
While aiming at providing a deep knowledge and understanding of such theoretical views, this course 
also aims to (a) develop skills and techniques to identify new theoretical contributions and create new 
valuable and publishable research projects, (b) clarify challenges to proactively and successfully 
engage in the publication process. Based on participants’ interests, opportunities for integrating 
management and economic perspectives will also be explored. 
 
 
2. Expected learning-outcomes. 

At the end of the course, the Ph.D. candidate will be able to: 
1. speak cogently about major theoretical frameworks in management, outlining assumptions, core 

propositions/predictions, boundary conditions and developmental perspectives; 
2. find and identify novel and interesting research gaps for developing new research projects; 
3. assess the value of a research article, in terms of quality, conceptual rigor and magnitude of 

theoretical contribution; 
4. understand and apply accepted techniques to write and communicate clearly and effectively his / 

her ideas in a paper; 
5. write a research report; 
6. explore opportunities to merge and integrate economics and management perspectives. 
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3. Basic knowledge 
Advanced knowledge at the MSci level in management / economics is appreciated. Knowledge of 
English and good writing skills are required. 
 

4. Content 
Major theoretical perspectives: Agency Theory, Stewardship Theory, Upper Echelon Theory, the 
Behavioural theory of the firm, the Behavioral agency model, Resource Dependence Theory, 
Contingency theory, Power-dependence theory. Other theories to explore include Social identity / 
identity theories, Network theories, the Resource based view of the firm and the dynamic capability 
perspectives. 
Major phenomena include: as for decision makers, the CEOs, TMT/teams, Boards of directors, CEO 
compensation; as for the firm ownership: shareholders (i.e., publicly traded firms and blockholders 
with various identities), family firms; as for the organization, the firm itself and relationships between 
organizations, business groups/multinational firms, networks/inter-firm relations; as for competitive 
arena/strategy: innovation, start-up, entrepreneurship, sustainability/CSR, internationalization. 
Main outcome-variables: performance (short and long term), innovation, R&D investment and R&D 
management, Risk, Merger and Acquisitions, Internationalization, Diversification, Restructuring, 
Finance-decisions, motivation, effort, efficacy etc.. 
 

5. Teaching method. 

The course offers an opportunity for an open discussion of management theories. Therefore, while 
there are some lectures offered by the instructor, Ph.D. candidates will be requested to actively work 
during the course and actively participate during lectures. Individual and Team-works, together with 
presentations, can be assigned by the instructor. 
 
 
6. Evaluation. 

Learning outcomes will be assessed based on the following ways:  
 
Final research report. 
Each class-participant will prepare a final research report about a research project of his/her interest. 
However, the topic will have to be selected in accordance with the instructor. This report will follow 
the structure of a management articles, in reference to the following sections: (a) Introduction; (b) 
Theory background; (c) Hypothesis development; (d) Discussion. 
 
Valuation criteria include: (i) depth, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of theoretical background; (ii) 
clarity and relevance of research gap, theoretical contribution; (iii) clarity, persuasiveness and 
effectiveness in communicating ideas; (iv) strong conceptual rigor and rationality of ideas.  
 
Assessment will also weigh class-participant’s active participation, preparation of home-works and 
assignments, and responsiveness to stimuli, together with an ability to clearly and acutely challenge 
ideas based on theoretical knowledge. 
 
Formatting rules.  
The final report will adhere to the following rules: 
- Font: Times new roman; Pt 12 
- Lines: double line-spaced; no space before/after paragraph; first line of a paragraph is indented 
- Paragraph titles: in bold 
- Margins: 2 cm top, right, left; 2,5 cm bottom 
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- Main text (Pages & Lenght): 15-20 approx (reference list excluded). Length can vary significantly 
depending on complexity, values of ideas, chosen topic. The valuation will be on a length-to-
quality-of-contribution basis; at the same time, a shorter length can be accepted, given that ability 
to succinctly and clearly express ideas is appreciated. Therefore, (a) a larger number of pages 
should be justified based on high-relevant content; (b) in order to self-assess your report and its 
length, participant can ask themselves whether they have succinctly reported the content they 
intend to include in the report. In this regard, ability to briefly and succinctly present one’s idea is 
a core driver for valuation. 
 
Note 1: the 15-20 pages approx. do not include the front page. 
Note 2: in addition to the 15-20 pages, class participants are welcome to include a no-more-than-
2-pages section regarding the limitations/boundary-conditions of their study/, and how they would 
address them. 

- Front page and abstract: the additional front page should include: (a) title of the project (center 
page; 16 pt Times new roman); (b) family and personal names (center page, below the title, 12 pt 
times new roman); (c) the indication “Ph.D. in Economics and Management – Managerial decision 
making. 2018” (bottom page). The second page should include a short abstract of no more than 
250 words. 

- Structure: the structure includes the following sections: (a) Introduction; (b) theory background; 
(c) Hypothesis development; (d) Discussion; (e) (optional) limitations. 

 
 
7. Teaching materials. 

Will be provided by the instructor and/or made available through the UniTn library resources. 

 
 
OTHER INFORMATION 
 
8. Language. 

English. 
 
 
9. Attendance. 

Attendance in this course is mandatory. 
 
 
11. Office hours. 

Write an e-mail to the instructor to make a reservation for a meeting. 
 
 
12. Contacts. 

Professor Fabio Zona     
e-mail: fabio.zona@unitn.it  
Ufficio: 219, second floor, DEM. 

     
 

 


